Introduction

31
The Kuroshio and Oyashio Currents are two major western boundary currents (WBCs) in the North Ocean, is a meandering current (Kawabe, 1995; Mitsudera et al., 2001 , among others) with high eddy 37 variability as observed by satellite altimeters (e.g., Qiu, 2000; Qiu and Chen, 2005) . From the 38 perspective of ocean dynamics, it is expected that the sea surface height (SSH) along the east coast of 39 Honshu would be influenced directly by the KE variability because mesoscale eddies transport energy 40 westward. Where does the KE-induced coastal variability propagate and how does it force remote 41 regions, however, have been less examined. In this study, we will investigate the KE forcing of the 42 seasonal SSH variability along the west coast of Honshu inside the Japan/East Sea (JES).
43
The JES is a deep semi-enclosed sea which is bounded by the Asian continent to the west and the 
56
In this study, we will demonstrate that the seasonal variability along the west coast of Honshu is 57 remotely forced by the KE variability and topographic Rossby waves, and boundary-trapped Kelvin and Hamada, which are located in the east and west coast of Honshu respectively and marked in Figure   63 1a. The SSH variability averaged from AVISO data in the grid and measured at these two stations varied 64 coherently from intra-seasonal to interannual time scales (Figure 2 ), indicating that the variability at KE 65 region and these two stations may indeed be related to each other. The correlation coefficient of the two 66 stations is 0.722 and above the 99% confidence level. But there is not significant phase lag, which may 67 attribute to the rapid signal propagation and 1-month data interval.
68
In this study, we will analyze AVISO altimetry data and OFES (OGCM for the Earth Simulator) 69 results, and use a three-dimensional model to examine whether the KE variability remotely forces the 70 seasonal SSH variability along the west cost of Honshu. The paper is organized as follows: the data and 71 model results will be presented in section 2, and discussed and summarized in section 3. 
97
To examine whether the high SSH along the two coasts of Japan are related to each other, we drew We estimated theoretical coastal Kelvin wave and topographic Rossby wave speed. Here, we used 109 the long Rossby wave approximation in calculation of the phase speed (Pedlosky, 1979) , 
117
In order to examine the mechanism of seasonal variability along Japan's coast, a 3-D full forcing 
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In the standard run, the model was integrated for 10 years until it reached a statistically steady 
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In the first sensitivity experiment, the Tsushima Strait is blocked and everything else remains propagation is responsible for the SSH changes along the west coast of Japan.
160
Next, we will examine the role of the local wind stress forcing. We remove the forcing within our The open ocean responds to atmospheric forcing or adjusts to the internal oceanic interactions boundary Kelvin waves may also play a role in the remote forcing of SSH in JES.
187
Both the observation and models show mighty SSH variability in the KE region. So it may act as 188 the energy source of remote forcing mentioned above. The KE has been considered to be an eastward 189 inertial jet (Kawai, 1972 that there is 1-month lead of the seasonal cycle in the model (Figure 3d ) as compared to altimetry data.
298
The contour interval of SSH anomaly is 2 cm. 
309
This further supports our remote-forcing hypothesis.
